Hutchens Industries

**The Difference is Durability.**
**The Quality is Hutchens.**

**PERFORMANCE FOR LOWER COST**
Designed for tank and specialty trailers, dry freight and reefers may benefit, too. Hutchens 2-leaf 2-stage springs perform comparable to air rides at a fraction of the cost.

**BETTER RIDE FOR LOWER COST**
Better ride light or unloaded without the cost and maintenance of an air ride.

**VARIABLE ENGAGEMENT EQUALS SOFTER RIDE**
The variable engagement between the leaves of the Hutchens 2-leaf 2-stage spring results in a softer ride for the empty mile. Utilizing a lower spring rate, the top leaf engages the bottom leaf at approximately 3,500 lbs.

**PROTECTS MODERN TRAILERS FROM FATIGUE AND WEAR**
Our 2-leaf 2-stage springs protect the payload and reduce trailer fatigue both loaded and empty.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION** on the advantages of the Hutchens 2-Leaf 2-Stage springs, contact us at:

**(800) 654-8824**

**WWW.HUTCHENSINDUSTRIES.COM**
215 N. Patterson Ave. Springfield, MO 65802-2206